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*, This article is intended to provide a cOnceptual frame=
wOrk for practice*.in school. social woKk..." The ideas presented

',.. here,i,howeYer, are not unique to school social work but .a.re
....,,,,...

.applicable to ,generic social work practice and particularly
elevant to all social work practice ,in secondary settings. The

1Fiter will, however, use examples principally from the public '
N1 schoOltisetting., . . . .../.<

'The .practical necessity for a workable ,concep.rua*'fraMe-
work is the empetus for article. , This framework 'should be

,...,general enough to be applied to arviriety of widely different
settings; it should be flexible enough that it .can, be,a'daptesi

different sjed intervention mats; and yet it should pro-
Lij vide sufficient structure to be useful 'as a, guide te 'pactice. .

This frakework of knowledge required .for developing
effective social work methods and practide skills in the public

--, sChoolS is developed in this context: kn.oled,ge.of system, know:
'ledge of major organizational variables, latowledge of iple, and
,knowlede of intervention strategies . , ,

. n'
. 7.--

The general sySteilis .approach to knowledge buildinvappears
t& be be particularly wel/-suited to-the profesiori of social work, . ...

67
for ;several reasons. 2,1t,, is based on the'sass tioni...that sys- .

tents as vSems,, have certain discrete'prope ies that aie capa-
bler...., ,

of -being studied. Individualsismall r, s - including
, ....fanulles and organizatiOns,*-. and ether co- human. organizations,. ,

.44-=.11 as ,neighberhobds al.id commutities 4n. sh , the entities'
m,th witiCh social: work is usually involved -,-can all be yegArded,,,,,t,..4,,,f.
as systems, certain common 'properties... if thE.general , i .., ;' ,;;',,,,
systems approach 'count tie, used. toorder kntledge about the
'ties Jath'which we work, perhaps:it could also be used as a,
of developing a fundaMental conception of the social work pfo,Zess ' ..
3itself.1 The-systems analytical moder is_adstructur*ed sp,tgjzfia-, Ifist,tt1.0 ofome part of reAlitx that 'retains only those

,-.ga.ixled as essential for relating similar- processes wheneVeri:and,,,A/,
'Wherever they occur. 2 Thus, the author's premise iS,, that' the, . ,, 1 '.. ,, 1 'ciconcepts of the general systems model ;all be used,as v;,,framework';,
ci..,1k.,yi6Ling any unit; into which social" workers jr)...rience. ,It,,:ts:. -,,,,.4.,,,

I.Ct.plairly useftll'ifor looking at phenomena sti .gswthe organ,t7.,nr,,,,,,,,
4-0.-Op and:progro within a public school buil., fig,,,,a "earang..7.77,c,t,
-it for school .$ocial workers. , ir ,?,;-'',,v).,,,,//,',', ,
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il'Fagen: have defined a system as "a set o ob-

-',....ject,s, to thO.with relationshipsq)etween the objects and be-

tyeenAhair.attribuf s..",5, Objects are simply the parts,or comP-
, ,

..1500Wa.f.systems and these parts are unlimited in variety.

gost:,systemS in ich social workers are interested consist of
x

:objects or va 'ables, such,at roles, behaviors, expectations,

rnmoticat s, influence, power rel,ationships, etc. Attributes'

;..are,piope ies of objects. Attributes, important to social workers

-- ,are:: -e acities, effec r±veness and efficiency. Relationships ,t

tie ,system together. It' is; in fact, theserelationships

,tha make'the notion te"system" dteful.
,

.-,
Whether in the.framework of systems or in traditional Orac--

ice, social workers have, used causality as a criterion'fo

relationships. Instead of a simple criterion such as -c.ality,

this ,author takes the position that relationships to e c.nsidered

,Lathe.conteit of A.given-set of objects depends on.t e 'situation

at hand; important and interestinerelationship being included,,.

and trivial or unessential relationshipg being excluded. The

decision. as to which relationships' are 4portant and which trivial

is influenceir by the person(s) dealing With the situation;, but is

also greatly influenced by the focus'of the professional training

of the individual(s) ,viewing the situation. This definition of

'system alludes to two o-aspects of the system model that Should be , .

made more explicityboundary and interdependency of objects. ,

- .
First_is the concept of boundary, which can'be operation-

ally defined as the tine forMing a circle around seIedted variables.

The line may be thought of aslUbber.banper springs which stretch

or contract a thejexces of energy inside and o'tside the boundary'

intreaset or decrease.4 The form of energy in a choOl system, for- w""

11,,,example, may be classroom instruction in ari idtldiSeiplinarjr

actions towards pupils,:, discussion among a grq, of'teachers about

contract negotiations with the school bprd, Or "staffing': in

Ielatioh to an individual pupil's learning nee_ .

- The variables outside the boundary tha make up,the Sys-

tem's environMent can be examined and worked W'th one'or'mere at

a time to seethe effects on pterrelationships within the system.

In this. way, inter-relationships and:even.the.) Oundaries iri

changed. 'Then when does an,object belong tote system and when

Aleqs itJ)eleng tofthe environment? If an bje t, react witkthe

.system in the wtdescribed above, should it be considered a' '

.,part-of,tN,sytteC, The :answer is by no me, de4.nite. _Sub-

_divisions into two parts, system and enviro nt, Can'be acffia-

,plished in mapyrways,whi,ch are in fact quite rbitrary. It:depends

,x .on the,intentions of the individual(s) who is studying, the partic-

ular situation 'as: to shich of the possible co figurations of

.objects is,to be taken as a system., This idea.rs,particularly

,.important to.ttle social worker who is intervening in the system:-

The-worker conceptualizes the system withoutlhimself/herself as
,,,,,..

T;a,part,,blit anticipates the effect on the system of his /her inter-

:,,,,vontions acid in turn, plans for the system Ihen,she is again

.:;outside the sYgteM, or a part of the syttem' envlranment. 'Odle

-this,may seem to be an acadeitic exercise, the writer prepOks
.. y

,
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that ability to conceptualize in this manner is basic to
effective social work intervention.

The assumption that changing one object will affect
dnother or other'objeCts is basic to the system model.' The
analytic model Of system demands that We treat the phenomena
and the concepts for organizing the phenomena as if there ex-

,' organization, interaction, interdependency and'ihtegration
of parts and elements."5 .

In assessing a situation we conceptually and tentatively
assign a boundary, examine what is happening insi4e and impinging
on the system and then readjust the boundary if indicated: This

kind of conceptualization makes it posSi1e to assess *ether
or not the relevant factors are accounted for within the System,

whether the system be a school, a cony Pity, a family or an

individual The, variables left outside the system can I?e intro-

duced cognitively one or more at.a time and the wo4er,cak hypothe-
size the effect (s) on the intmelationsof the variables I'dthin
the system. This kind of cqleeptualization mak6s it possible to
deal with a number of variables at one,time and tends to insure
_against the traps of cause/and effect analysis.

To develop thiseWea of the usefulness of sySters con-
indence of objects .let us use

erral. The social worker receives
ipal a referral of a nine year old
The Worker May conceptualize- the ,

g to intervene, as the boy and her
himonce each week. On the other

unit the parents. When she adds that
tthe mother leaves for work at six in the"'

Oepts such as boundarynd iuterd
an example'of ab4b4c, School r
from an elementary,..spApol pri

:boy who is truant4rom schoo
syste
strat
hand,

vari

fo 4whkOyshe4s,
gar

She may d to th
ole she.: arns

morning after, waking

for school. After
explore alsOjAe lationship of tho teacher in is Fystqm. She

learns:thOt/,the *mother 1,aveS ork at six in the morning after
waking hpiSon and reminding Vim to leave on time for Sthcol.
After f&ther, consideration the worker decides to explore also
t}3e relitionship of the teacher in this system. She learns that

et*ier has "just given up" because the child is so'seldom
in school/and,is so far behind in his work. At this point, the

system which tho social worker is planning to work with 'is the
parents/5 ii.d and teacher. But in the process of'ssessmenti

she ga s that there are other children Erom the same public

hous'ht project that are also truant and these boys safe often

togetier when ,they are not in school. Ffirther she learns that

yeral occasions filese-goys have arrived at school before the

s are unlocked and that the custodian hag ordered thbm off thd

yground'until an hour hen children arc permitted to,arrivo at

hpol. The worker may reconsider hersystem of intervention and

y decide to develop a program in relation to a .problem situation

-- truancy in that elementary school.

The above example demonstratestthe multicausal fFiatiqn-

ships*that are-so characteristic of the systems into which we

er son and reminding him to 1 av on time

urther consideration the work ccides to

9-
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intervene. In the above example the cause of the problepi was, of

coursie in part the boy's but the parent, his teacher, school

practices, and his friends All hre making major contribution's

to h.ls truancy. The awareness of the flexibility bf the system's

boundary and the ability to assess the relationships between its

objects is a powerful idea. It is a challenge to practitioners

to develop a repertoire of skills' to deal with different systems

-and to be able to formulate the boundaries of any system in such

a way as to find the most,apptopriate unit into which.to intervene.

.The dimension of organization is ploesent in all social

phenomena that can be*called,a system. If there is'no organiza-

tion, there is no system, Thompson, in Approaches to Orga4iza-

tional Design has referred to the organizational field as "Variabib

' rich." Triandis presented some 55 variables in a discussion of

organizationS.6 Only three major variables will be discussed

.here, ones which are critical to analysis and intmention in

different kinds of rganizations: they are task, powet and

conmmatian,
Organiza ions are established to perform a formalized,

explicit, and public task; to produce an o.1tput. This has.been

called the formal tas4. In the public schools the formal task

is tHat of educating children. kless formal task is-that of

maintaining the system referred to.as the informal or indivi-

dual"problem managemenCtask. Formal and informal tasks are

highly tnterdependent. Successful organizational functioning

requires a workable balance between the formal task and the in-

formal or indivilual task. Problems in organizational functioning

can often be traed, at least in part, to an imbalance between

these two functfens. For example, if a teacher maintains strict

discipline through ridicuM'she creates pn imbalance between an

informal task (maintaining orderly
classroom) and a formal task-

, (feelings of self esteem_and confidence which contribute to

learning).
Although a balance is necessary,

the formal task of the

organization may be very important to the individual. For example,

a, social worker in a school or hospital may, identify primarily

with the formal task of that particular agency, The structure

. for implementation of the formal task, however, will affect the

degree to which personnel can interact .ktitli one another and the

degree to which they are dependent. In tne.public schools dtLis

a high degreeofdependence in relationship to the formal task,

yet the physical structure of the individual classrooms makes

for greater autonomy,
Administrators in public schools may employ social

workers to maintain the structure
of the system and prefer not

to see 'then as a pait of the formal task function!. For example,

they would like the worker to
deal with parents in such a manner

as to keep them "happy with the system." They would. not encourage

the worker to advocate with parents
in behalf of the needs of

children in the sistcm. It will be important for social workers

to assess their perceived function in the organization by both

5
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the administration and staff. Is this perceptit, congruent with

th- worker's perception of his function in the system? This is

q estion any social worker will want to ask.

Power is the ability to influence the beliefs and behaviors
of o 'ers in accordance with a wish or a TApn. Or stated dif-

fe en ly, is the control of a resource or resources which are
ess to.the functioning or surcival of an individual or oron-
iza io .' 'Power, particularly for professionals, is directly rel
lat d,t6 knowledge, competence, relationships, values and responj
sibi it , Professional persons often increase their poher vith

incr competence.-

n an Organization the designation of power for the formal

task ypi ally comes from thesuprasFstem. -fbr the informal task

it co s rorsi the grdup of individuals that inhab 4 that system.

Power elationship to either task may be acquittd becausp. re-

sponsi iii y is given. For example, many secretaries in public

school acquire power because the administrator delegates' respon-

sibil4y o them, usually not intending to relinquish power;

however, ince power and responsibility go together, it sometimes

gets ruing ished inadvertently.
The distribution of power in a sySteM serves to organize

the coVonent individuals and subsystems for their tasks. The 4e-

.cision-Making methods of the system are also structured by the

power distri4ion. There is evidence to support the advisability

o£ relagively:widc distribution of power. Glidewall, et.al. (1966)

did *a review of studies of dispersal by teachers of emotional

acceptance of self and others and soci..q power (participation in

decision making). From their review, a wide dispersion o.;

power and em tional acceptance-by teachers ha$1 the'following

consequences 1) more frequent interaction between students,

2) a wider gpersion of power among students as expressed in

greater tole ance and resolution of, opposing opinions, 3) greater

student)! self 'initiative, indcpendence'of opinion,and asponsibility,

4) reduOd ter-stgdent conflicts, S) increased student self-

egteem4and 1 wee. an;(iet , and 6) an increase in the prevalence

of add t-ericnted mor values,
Distribution o power is significant incthe stability and

productivity of an organization. Alsp, the degree of power serves

to define the degree of allegiance to thC organization: y,hon the

power i s in .the hands of a few, the is less stability and a

lesser degree of allegiance. If, however, thedispefsal of pmer

is too wide, the effect is that of eliminating power altogether

and th resulting loss of control would adversely affect both

the, fo al and informaPtakoof the organizqtion.9
The.social work practitioner will want to assess the.

distribution of power between and within systems and identify

sources of power in the system whether these be centered in an

individual or'an organization. Approvar by a power source will

be necessary in order to gain access to the system. -111i.th'a poNer

assessment and approval by a power source the need to communicate

emerges.

11
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Communication may be def:ned.as the,transportation of

information.betweenor within systems or ia a broader 'sense, the

transportation of energy. Cpbrunication carries the essentials

fox system functioning, for example, task direction, incentives,

penalties, formal rules, informal rules. John Dewey has suggested

that the essepce of community is communication, for without com-

ication there,cannot be tnat interaction by which common

me ings, common fife, and coMmon.values are established.
Katz and Kahn in The Social Ps thd5egy ot Organizations

have 11 fed several characteristics of sommunicatiOns systems
that seem elgul for social workers in evaludtiu communication

, stems in ganizations: 1) Size of loop. What is the distance

o number ofy people served by,any one comunication channel? Is

th s efficient? effective? 2) Repetition versus modification:
Is the same message sent at all levels or is it,modified? Why?

hhy no' ? 3) Feedback: Does the system simply acknowledge receipt

of the Information or es it also return new information to the',

source?
The following is exahple of inadequate coMmunication in

a public'school setting. lh student council in a high school met

and made up a list,of problems 'n the school that they'wbuld like

towork with the administration solving. This list of probleMs

was presented to the student counc'l faculty Iepresentative and

discussed with him. Some of the is es raised by the students -

involed overall'school policy. The udent council representa-

.tive in turn took the list to the schoo principal. 'The school

principal asked the council representati), meet with the students

a few more times and see if these'would notsbon "simmer'down."

Thi is an example of a communication loop th t involved less than

an adequate number of people since the entire acuity were a part

or the problems listed by_the students. The cp, unication leap

wap neither efficient or effective. Also, terfe,dback was simply

to, acknowledge receipt of the information, but it i turned no

inforthation.tb, the source.

'
Communication systems are recognized for bein: of fore-

most importance in the structure of organizations. If inter-

vener makes changes in the comftications channels he i ikely

to make major changes in the entire structure of an or ani ation.

Knowledge of one's role as a school social wor er f st

1
requires knowledge of one's focus for social work praot

framework for conceptualizing the phenomenon-into which soc

workerrintervene. .Within the general systems framework Willi

Gordon has madegsubstantial contribution in providing a con-

ceptualiT4ion."Idth which there can be intellectual identificatio

as well as value commitment, a conceptualization that provides

social work with a set of integrative and generative ideas."1.0

Gordon has recognized the value of the'profession's tradi-

tional simpltaneous dual'focus on man and his environment or the

perscn-in his-lie-situation complex. He has developed other.

constructs that make it.possible to use this focus to assess .

practice situations in ways that it. possible to 'test outcomes.

I

7
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y clearly focusing on the phenomenon into which we are inter- .

vening, it is possible to kncw whether or not our .1.nterventions
have made-a difference. . .

Gordon's focus of practice for social 'work is the trans.,-,,

action between coping behaviors (whether individual, group, . .

comnunity or organization) and thd'quality of the impinging envi-
ronment. In Gordon's conceptualization, he sta\tes that the

"Central target of technical social work practice is matching .\-

something in person and situation:11 This corresponds to Cos4n's
model of school social work in which she states: This model..:1A,

emphasizes the likes and interactions between pupil, character-
istics and school-community conditions and pr5ctices."12

Once the worker is clear about his focus as'a social worker,
he is ready to turn his attentions to knowledge of his'Specific
agency. The above discussion of systems concepts, organizitional.
variables and their application provides a foundation for consider-
ing one's iposition in.an agency. A-major question for the 'Worker

.. is: Are you sure that administration and staff perceive'your
focus in the system? -

The first step-in establishing one's role functions, is to
hate knowledge of his own. skills,, the .seTvicp plan that one ex- P

pects to implement and the ability to assess the needs of the
organization in which he plans to function. Contracts are whelp- '

ful tool for communicating one's proposed service plan to others

in the organization. In this way one can clearly state goals to
involve school administration and staffin 'the action system,- v.
through the contract. Having forMulated a contract;a plan for
intervention is needed,

. .

,

Intervention means, any systematic effort, to bring about

change in a system, whether individual.,-population,.organization,
community or inter - system networks. Practitioners need to make ',

decisions as to shich size systemror systems they will direct
their change efforts. Often in practice, one begins with one size
unit and moves to another. The writer will consider somylajor
idterventim tasks for school socialmorkers with several size
UttS. N

i In school social work with the focus of the school-community
pupil model, SCostin, 1975) the social worker's efforts al-e_more
often directed'toward groups or target populations than individuals.

,

There are, however, occasions in which it is most appropriate to
,intervene with the individual system. For example, when a child

is unable to cope in the matream in the public schools, reloca-
. tion is necessary. A social Worker intervdning in relation to

!

.the.individual pupil may need to find means to add to that indivi-
'dual's resources ox repertoire of coping behaviors. Often,

however; other children would profit'from the same resources.

Examples are: special tutorinff
/
technical training or a behavior0

....rmodificati.on program. -

Intervention tasks with the population system may be to

prepare -and provide additional resources for a group.' Preventive

measures are often useful with th4,unit. Examples may be

.
...,

/
I 1

. , n A '
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preparing sixth graders for junior high `school, developing.

re- sources for children cl.ftecnage paren0-, preparing parents

and chi.1.4en for entry into school. In addition to a preventive

program, other resources may be needed such as special educa-

tional-programs or other alternative modes of education.

Special intervention skills are needed to enable

individual members'of population groups to participate in the

established programs. To enable individuals to,participate.

-- they must know why they need the program, and if at all possible

it, must be perCeived as non-labeling.
Intervention in the organizational systerriis often diacted

at making: the organization more facilitative.to the individual'or

population systems. It is often helpful to initiate experimental .*

programs as a first step in bringing about otgani;ational change.

This approach is less threateni to the organization because it

Is time-limited., Yet if the, c - rimental prograth proves to be

useful it is ofthn maintained as part of the organization.
-"\IAterorganizational interventions may be directed at

establishing cooperative responsibilities Yetweprixorganizations. .

They may be dirbotedat reducing conflict between brganization4. .

rnterventions at this level are more difficult because the social

worker does npt have-a clear cut 'tole in each ofganiption which'

may be invp1.4ed in the,intervention,,nor:does the,worker have

clear -cut lihes of authority.. . 4 .

Examples of interprganizational interventions are: .

11 drug abuse programs in the public schools that are jointly c-

developed by a localmental health center and,thepublic schools

'end 2) a program fofpregnant:teenage girls which is jointly,

developed By the school social worker lhnned Parenthood dnd

., the public health nurse.
Before the social worker can state specific objectives

and goalshe/she needs to know how the unit to be changed fits

together-. The previous discussion of systems concepts.and,.

organizational variables arc helpful in viewing tile situation.

.

,
.

In addition, Bartlett has stated: "In .oxamnant4. specific instances

-of practice, we observe that social workers chafacteristically. .

begin by trying to understandiihe situation from the view point

of the people involved in i413 -,Certainly,those people who are '

involved in a situation play-.V.liajor.role in setting goals and

objectives' 6 1
/.

WorRers and clients must decide on prioritieS and make

assessments of feasibility. Alleviating immediate distress ,and

'Providihg 'for basic ncussitics will alwayt be priorities.14:

,In addition, identification and /or anticipation of the effects .

of ire tion on other pqfi--:;. 4-f the syst6m must be considered.
.

While. c idea of interdependence of objects in the ,

__system is basic to the system m'Oel, it seems important to restate

this idea as we .consider strategy. hhen or aspect of a social
-

system is changed it will have consequences= for other, aspepts and

new problefts.may be b/ought into focus. Mild social workers
: cannot be "fortune tellers," It is po-ssi c for them to, Clavelop

.14



greaterlsensitivity to the probable effects of chp.nge. 'One
area inthich. greater sensitivity is developing' is c-round

teoporary placement.of behaviorally disturbed children in special
classes. It is recognized that once the child is removed from
the mainstream that it is extremely difficult to return him un-

less careful planning has occurred from the beginning of the spe-
cial class placepent. Such 'plans as regular visitation back into
'the regular class setting make re-entry much easier for both
the student .and the regular class. .personnel who can contributb

to this re-entry should be identified.
Ease of re-entry is only one reason that'Costin'has.

stated that a team of pups s2ecialists is essential to the
model of schdol-community-pupfl relationship., There should be .

a core of team members and the team should be able to identify
others who will provide specialized information or perform
.specific task§."1 No one employee can meet the total needs of
a school system. Social workers have long beca,recoghized for
their abi4y fo organize resources. This is important skill
_in school social work. \,

The social worker needs to plAn the steps tq be taken to
make sure that any positive changes that have been accomplished
will continue. Planning for stability of change reqtlires an
assessment of any aspects of the situation that may counteract
the change process. Perhaps even more 'important is locating and
d6veloping supports that may be needed-after the social worker
has terminated.

In evaluating the needs with regard to stabilization of ,

change, the socialworker Will explore the increased ability of
the client (whether individual, population or organization) to
CopTutith its own' Situation,. He will try to cvaluate,how, as á!
result of the planned 'change effort, the client has increased
in his capacity to cope with similar situations in the future.

The idea of being,accolintable at all phases of an inter-
vention is pretelent in ol:1iccent literature, yet, its meaning.
is still vague. Perhaps it can be bbst understood by asking:
1) For what? 2) To whom? 3) Al what cost?-and 4) What results?_.'

To be accountable "for what" one ha.s to have had clear

cut goals and objectives that can be measured." To be accountable
"to whore one haS to be clear who the client is: also, the worker
'is accountable to his agency,, the public, his arofessfor.1 and

,Imself. is also important to evaluate the ykcv" in time
and moTiey. ANiat results" must be evaluated both in terms of
effectiveness and efficiency. The all important question
"What was accomplished ?"

,
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